The Edges of Life lectures are beginning to appear on the UA LTC Podcasting site: http://podcasting.arizona.edu/edgesoflife.html

iTunes U:
Open iTunes
Under iTunes Store go to iTunes U
Under Universities go to University of Arizona
Under University of Arizona go to "Heard on Campus" -- there you are

---

**Tree of life**

- Classification of life: Linnaeus
- Phylogenetic (=evolutionary) relationships among living organisms: Darwin
  http://www.tolweb.org/tree/
- Modern systematics: Five kingdoms - Margulis

---

**More colonial invertebrates**

- Molluscs: snails, octopus
- Arthropods: insects, crabs
- Nematodes
- jellyfish & corals
- sponges
- tunicates
- animals
- Bilateria
- vertebrates
- birds
- reptiles
- fish
- mammals

---

**So far...**

- Roy Parker: origin of life
- Jonathan Lunine: life on other planets
- Mike Rosenzweig: speciation, extinction, and human impact